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In Search of … the Perfect Paint Job Part 2: Have Design, Will Paint. BY RICK LINDSTROM



Mike Loehle gives instruction on the application of the urethane coatings he developed. Preparation, no matter what material you’re working with, is critical.



y now, you’ve got the perfect paint job squarely featured in your mind’s eye. And if you squint just right at your airframe, you can almost see the base coat shimmering under the perfectly applied accents, lighting up the surrounding area with an incandescent glow. At least that’s what it looks like on paper, so now the challenge is to scale it up to the physical reality of a full-sized aircraft.
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Before you get to painting, your aircraft will probably have a few hours while the flight-test bugs have been found and vanquished, and various airframe parts have been removed and reinstalled in the process. So there might be some scratches and tool marks here and there, and a few actual insect-type bugs decorating a formerly pristine airframe. Throw in a bit of fuel residue, exhaust stains and oil from the



crankcase breather, and your aircraft is well on its way to looking like it’s being (hurray!) actually flown. Which is a good thing, assuming that you’re going for that polished bare aluminum look. But if you’re planning to apply some form of protective and decorative coating to that now slightly lived-in airframe, it will first need to be thoroughly cleaned and prepared before that ideal design can begin to appear. www.kitplanes.com



Skin Deep The combination of materials that make up your airframe will dictate exactly what to use for proper preparation for painting; we’ll discuss this topic further when we explore the intricacies of individual metal, composite, fabric and wood airframes. The other major consideration beyond surface cleanliness is smoothness, as that elusive perfect paint job greatly depends on what’s underneath to properly shine. Thankfully, sheet metal and gel-coated composites are already smooth; wood and fabric have their inherent surface textures to deal with, as do composites. But all surface types will require some form of treatment to make sure the paint will stick tight when subjected to the rigors of relative wind and rain. “Preparation is it,” says Edwin Krass of Kracon Aircraft Refinishing. “This is the key ingredient to any good paint job. Over 90% of what makes a good paint job is proper surface preparation.” Having spent the last three decades painting all types of aircraft, Krass has seen the paint industry change with time, usually for the better where materials and safety are concerned. “And wear gloves at the very least for everything, even if you’re just washing the airplane with TSP (trisodium phosphate) to remove the surface contamination,” Krass adds. Are there any common contaminants that create problems for painters? “Pledge!” Krass says. “I even called Johnson Wax to find out what they put in it, and it’s silicone. It may be good for keeping bugs from sticking to the leading edge, but I pity anyone who comes along later and needs to do spot work.” Many automotive waxes and even some spray lubricants have a silicone base as well, so be careful with the application of such chemicals if you’ve going to be painting anything in the same general vicinity.



On a composite airframe, every surface has to be smooth, smooth, smooth. Or else the final glossy coat will reveal every mistake.



Anti-corrosion treatments, such as ACF-50 and Corrosion Block, do work well to prevent aluminum airframe structures from deteriorating. But these chemicals will also weep to the outside of an airframe because they fill voids by design. This weeping usually occurs through rivet holes and lap joints and will definitely prevent paint from adhering. So wait at least six months after an airframe is treated before paint is applied to the outside.



Enter the Paint Police It wasn’t too long ago that you would go into the local hardware store, buy a conventional spray-paint gun, connect it to your air compressor and commence painting. If you were concerned about personal safety, you might even don a charcoal mask to help keep the fumes out of your lungs. Since then, the Environmental Protection Agency and many local municipalities have gotten into the act with mandates that address where you can paint, the materials you can use, and what equipment is now allowable. Beyond what the local city or county authorities say about spray painting, your local airport management may want to weigh in on the subject as well. If you rent your hangar, check your lease agreement for any prohibitions on painting before you build that ad hoc spray booth in the corner. Many interconnected hangars aren’t exactly airtight between sec-



tions, and atomized paint loves to travel and settle wherever it can. Although the recent introduction of HVLP (High Volume, Low Pressure) spray systems has helped this problem significantly, the prohibitions against spray painting still remain in many cases. The specific type of paint you may want to apply may be legal in certain areas of the country, but prohibited in some others. The best source for finding what’s acceptable in any given geographical area is your local paint jobber, who will know what finishing systems are currently being used and what primers and other chemicals meet the specifications set by local environmental entities. And the local regulations don’t stop with just the paint itself; they frequently cover such areas as ventilation, filtering, personal protection and other facility-related issues. Although the EPA may set standards on a national level, these minima may be (and frequently are) exceeded locally. Painters with a few decades of experience under their belts may be tempted to call “overkill” on these expanded regs, but others may well agree with the safetydriven intent.



That Light-Headed Feeling “If you can smell it, it’s getting into your lungs,” says Mike Loehle of Loehle Aircraft in Wartrace, Tennessee. Loehle



Even before applying the final coat, careful work practices are important. The work area needs to be clean and well ventilated.



Photos: Rick Lindstrom, Jeff Miller, Larry Vela, Courtesy Loehle Aircraft
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Perfect Paint continued



was painting and maintaining a fleet of certified airplanes long before bringing his line of replica kits to the homebuilt market. “Even when you paint a room in your house with water-soluble latex, the fumes will get to you eventually,” he adds. More and more, painters are seeing the negative effects of constant exposure to finish coverings typically used on aircraft and cars. “What you’ll usually see is body men or painters who will have their lungs plasticized,” says airbrush artiste extraordinaire Larry Vela, who has been painting award-winning show cars, motorcycles and aircraft for 31 years. “Essentially they’re breathing plastic, so eventually over time, these contaminants will coat the lungs. Not to mention that the hardeners are a nitrocyanate. “You’re dealing with some nasty chemicals. And any long exposure— over 5 minutes in a paint booth—it’s best if you have a fresh air supply instead of just a filter. Since the early ’80s, I’ve made sure I have my mask on when I mix the paint. And before I even open the cans, I have gloves and a mask on. I wish that I was this careful when I was younger.” Granted, the exposure of painting a single airplane is much less than experienced by those who do it professionally, but who wants to compromise their pulmonary system, even for



There was a time when tube-and-fabric aircraft made do with a semi-gloss finish. But modern product allow a deep, lustrous finish even on fabric.



a short time? And it’s not just the lungs that suffer from contaminants—eyes and mucous membranes also don’t take kindly to the volatiles floating around a spray booth. Fortunately, a bit of attention paid to area ventilation and air filtering will greatly minimize the work your personal protection system needs to do to keep you safe.



Where, Oh Where, Can I Paint my Plane... If you’re fortunate enough to live in an area with relatively few



environmental restrictions on painting, don’t rush out to the paint store quite yet. Ambient temperature and relative humidity will also influence your choices in finish materials, as some systems will work better than others in less-than-ideal application situations. “Ideally, you want less than 50% humidity and the surface to be painted about 10° warmer than room temperature—at least 75°,” Vela says. “Trying to paint in colder climates sets up a moisture situation that prevents the paint from adhering well, and you don’t want the paint flaking off when flying through rain or bugs. Generally, warmer is better.” Dust control in the immediate area around the paint booth is another area that’s often overlooked. “It’s a good idea to lightly hose down the area before you paint to keep the dust down,” suggests Vela. “Not so much if you’re just doing touch-up on the leading edge, but you don’t want dust and grit to become part of the paint job. And try to paint first thing in the morning, before the wind kicks up.” Of course, you don’t have to build a fully ventilated, lighted, temperature-controlled paint booth to get good results. Some builders have completed their grand champions by



HVLP—for high volume/low pressure—equipment is the rage. It can offer an excellent finish and goes easy on the paint supply. Plus, it’s less prone to overspray and other messes. 50
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A 2 Place Cross Country Gyroplane!



Brochure • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Free Info pack • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $12 USD Info pack & video NTSC (110v) • • • $28 USD Info pack & video PAL(220v) • • • • $40 USD



It’s a bit hard to see here, but during the painting process, there’s a massive cloud of material hanging in the air. You definitely don’t want to be breathing this stuff.



just waiting for the ideal day to dawn without too many bugs, and paint and sand outdoors. If local regulations don’t prohibit such activity, and you have the patience, this might be an option to consider. Generally speaking, however, the fewer obstacles encountered by first-time painters, the better the paint job will be.



HVLP Technology on the March



Tax deductible Crop dusting Predator control Windmill inspection Stock count & inspection Arial photography & mapping Power, pipe & fence inspection



ROTARY AIR FORCE MARKETING INC.



TEL: 306-463-6030 FAX: 306-463-6032 Email: [email protected]



Box 1236, 1107-9th Street West Kindersley, SK. Canada S0L 1S0



For more details visit www.raf2000.com



The Independent Voice for Homebuilt Aviation



It’s been quite a few years since the term aircraft paint usually meant Imron or Centauri, to be applied with a conventional spray gun hooked up to an air compressor. If you have an old spray system that’s collecting dust in the corner of the hangar, you may be tempted to pull it out of retirement and put it back to work. But if that old spray gun is more than 12 years old, it’s probably no longer legal for the application of aircraft or automotive finishes. The problem with the old conventional spray systems is a marked tendency to transfer as much material into the air as on the item being painted, which is not only a waste of material but is ultimately harmful to the operator and the environment. This transfer efficiency of 30-50% has been improved dramatically by the introduction of High Volume, Low Pressure (HVLP) spray systems, which allow for up to a 90% transfer efficiency, a marked reduction of overspray and much fewer volatiles making it into the air. This is accomplished by replacing the air pressure used in a conventional system with air volume, which is why the hoses on a HVLP system are so much fatter, like a vacuum cleaner hose. This also means that traditional compressors have mostly been replaced by multistage air turbines that run more KITPLANES June 2005
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Perfect Paint continued



quietly and efficiently. You can, however, just buy a HVLP paint gun to hook to your existing compressor. It’s easier than you think, as all of the paint guns currently on the retail market are of the HVLP persuasion. These conversion guns convert the high-pressure source air into low-pressure, high-volume air needed by the remainder of the HVLP spray system. But you’ll still have that



annoying compressor clatter every time it kicks on to repressurize the tank. For those of us who’ve grown up painting with conventional spray systems, using a HVLP system is just different enough to require some familiarization before undertaking a serious paint job. “I’ve just switched over myself,” says Ted Setzer of Glasair Aviation, who also restores and paints automobiles when he’s not being a kit aircraft magnate. “And I’m still learning. If you’re



used to hearing a certain sound and seeing the paint coming out of the tip of the gun in a certain spray pattern, there are going to be some differences. At first, it didn’t appear that enough paint was coming out of the HVLP paint gun when compared to my conventional gun. But once I got the right pressure dialed in, it sure went on nice.” Another difference in using a HVLP turbine system is the temperature of the air when it meets and atomizes the paint. Because there isn’t a large air storage tank involved as with conventional high-pressure spray systems, the air is actually quite warm at the spray gun, having just been mildly pressurized by several stacked stages of fans to less than 10 psi. “The most common problem is orange peel,” says Axis Products’ Jan Balsamo. “If you’re used to a conventional spray system, you might not use enough reducer in the paint because it feels too thin. But then it’ll go on too heavy, because the warm air will dry the paint slightly when it’s atomized.” Recognizing the need for air by both the spray gun and the painter, Axis builds a series of patented combination HVLP systems that also provides air to breathe while painting. “These are our most popular systems for people painting airplanes,” Balsamo says. “And our four-stage systems will spray anything Larry Vela, prior to painting Deception, suits up for the task. Full suits keep the paint off your clothes and muck out of the paint.
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• Avemco allows flexible storage options when you’re not flying for extended periods
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411 Aviation Way, Frederick, Maryland 21701 888-241-7890 • Fax: 800-756-7815



www.avemco.com Mon. to Fri. 8 - 7:30 ET, Sat. 10 - 6 ET www.kitplanes.com



from stains to gel-coats.” Is it possible for a first time painter to get good results? “You’d be amazed at the number of people who come by our booth with all these pictures of their freshly painted planes,” Balsamo says. “And most of them have never spray-painted anything big before.”



Go Ahead—Be Choosy As paint chemistry has improved along with paint application technology, the would-be aircraft painter has a bewildering array of paint products from which to choose. And these choices are no longer limited to single-stage aircraft paints, which will eventually fade and dull. Significant improvements in the automotive world have led to the suitability of two-stage systems, using a base and clear coat, for aviation. Like airplanes, automobiles are now frequently constructed of many different materials, such as steel, plastic, composites and others. There has been significant research into multistage covering systems that work well on different base materials, with aviation being a direct beneficiary of this automotive-inspired diligence. Many of the same finishing systems found in automotive body shops will work well on metal or composite airframes, but care should still be taken to ensure that paints and structures are totally compatible before you commit to a specific family of paint products. Take the time to query other builders to see



what has worked for them, and keep in mind that paint technology moves at a breakneck pace, so feedback that may have been accurate three or five years ago may not be as relevant today. Weigh your research accordingly to preserve its freshness. Fabric-covered and wood airframes demand other considerations from paint systems, given the porous nature of their surfaces and susceptibility to damage from UV rays. Frequently, a paint system designed for one type of construction fell short when applied to another, but there has been significant recent improvement in this area.



A New Kid on the Block One of the few products that seems to work well no matter what type of airframe material is underneath comes from Mike Loehle. His recently announced Loehle Aero Coatings employ a four-stage system that consists of urethane-based primers and paints, initially designed for fabric-covered aircraft. His Filler/UV Blocker primers are available in black or white, identical in their UV protection except for pigment. On a fabric airplane, the idea is to put down one or two coats of black primer, followed by a coat of white.



Mike Loehle discusses the theory behind his company’s line of paint products. Specialized needs in aviation have led to purpose-built products that work in demanding environments.
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continued



You’ll know exactly when to stop sanding the white primer—it’s when the black just starts to show through. In this way, any potential damage to the fabric itself underneath can be easily avoided. Then the primer coats are followed by the colored base and clear coats, which have shown remarkable longevity so far. “You’d be surprised how many people think our P-40 on display is freshly painted,” Loehle says. “They’re shocked when I tell them the paint is over 10 years old. It still looks wet, and it’s never been waxed.” Owners of composite and metal airframes can forego the black coat, and just use the white filler/primer to achieve identical results. Durability is another area where Loehle’s urethanes are unusual, as he frequently uses a cloth lightly treated with Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK) to remove dirt and fingerprints from his display aircraft following airshows. As you know, MEK is a powerful solvent and can eat right through a lot of commercial finishes.



Ready, Aim, Paint In upcoming installments, we’ll look at the specifics of preparing different airframe types for finishing, including cleaning and surface preparation. Then we’ll discuss which finish systems work best for different airframe materials and pass along some tips from the experts in getting that perfect paint job on your aircraft. In the meantime, your personal computer can help you poke around cyberspace, and get more detailed information on the latest and greatest in airframe painting technology. 



Contact Information AXIS PRODUCTS



www.axispro.com 888/458-1322 KRACON AIRCRAFT REFINISHING



www.kracon.com 916/645-1614 LOEHLE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION



www.loehle.com 931/857-8419 VELAVISION



www.velavision.com 480/970-8959 54
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